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Recently, Wifi is one of the most useful technologies that can be used 
for detecting and counting MAC Address. This paper described using 
of WiFi scanner which carried out seven times circulated the bus. The 
method used WiFi and GPS are to counting MAC address as raw data 
from the pedestrian smartphone, bus passenger or WiFi devices 
nearfrom the bus as long as the bus going around the route. There are 
seven processes to make map WiFi data. The results of the process 
obtained a map that contains data MAC Address. 
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I. Introduction  
Recently, technological advances require 
for faster data retrieval. BIG DATA era 
requires prosessing both of these things 
technology input in it. In this case, counting of 
data MAC address using technology such as 
Bluetooth, smartphones or WiFi developed. 
Some researchs have applied Bluetooth and 
WiFi sensor to know the position of the 
vehicle and human. However, most of them 
used considerable cost and a fairly limited 
time with high maintenance levels. Some 
methods of count provided high cost and 
difficult to apply for some further research.  
WiFi is one of the most widely used 
method today for smartphone, laptop, tablet 
and some other devices that are currently in 
high demand around the world and very close 
to human who do a movement. WiFi becomes 
one of the most useful options for getting 
movement or MAC address data. Every single 
networking device is equipped with a globally 
unique hardware address called MAC address 
[1]–[3]. WiFi tracking provides a good 
approximation to crowd densities because 
WiFi has a longer detection range, and so a 
greater area is covered by each sensor [4] and 
WiFi is being detected increasingly every year 
from portable devices [5].  
In principle method, multiple sensors are 
used to record the unique Bluetooth or 
wireless fidelity (WiFi) media access control 
(MAC) address for each wireless 
communication device [2], [4]. WiFi MAC 
address can be used to identify a mobile 
device and it can be used to determine the 
location of a mobile device when it is 
combined with received signal strength at 
multiple locations [6]. The use of android is 
also widely used to detect pedestrian 
movements. Most smartphones, which have 
WiFi functions, usually sends probe request 
frame to associate with a WiFi access point 
(depends on device). The last research such as 
using WiFi devices paired permanently in 
strategic locations [7], and the use of software 
that must be installed on a smartphone where 
most pedestrians do not install the software 
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[8]. This research will describe and explain 
WiFi scanner data in Obuse Town, one of 
tourism place in Japan. This paper method 
used WiFI scanner as a counter or detector for 
MAC address data. This WiFi Scanner placed 
on the bus as moving detector. The Novelty of 
this research are moving detector (WiFi 
Scanner) data, using simple equipment and 
lack of used energy source. 
II. Method 
Location of the study in Obuse Town 
Kamatakai District, Nagano Prefecture in 
October 2016. Obuse is one of the top tourist 
destinations in Japan. [9]. 
A. Field Experiment 
Obuse Town has a shuttle bus called 
Circle Bus "Romango". Romango bus is a 
Hop On-Hop Off bus. It has seven circulation 
journeys from bus stop number one to bus stop 
number nine. From morning 9:50 until 17:50.  
The Obuse town operates two circular 
buses on every Saturday and Sunday. The 
circular route is approximately 15 km long 
and it takes 50 minutes for a round trip. Each 
bus starts in every 30 minutes from 9 am to 4 
pm. There are two types Romango bus no.1 
and no.2 on Figure 1. 
 
Fig. 1. “Romango Circle Bus” No.1 and No. 2 
The overall route length is 8805 meters. 
The longest route is from bus stop no.1 to bus 
stop no. 2 that is 2675.92 meters long. For the 
shortest route length that is bus stop number 4 
to bus stop no.5 with length 304.59 meters.  
B. WiFi Equipment 
This study used WiFi Scanner to acquire 
data. This Scanner using minicomputer 
Raspberry Pi 2 B V1.1 [11] as a WiFi scanner, 
GPS tracking, and micro USB power source 
to save the data [12]. Mobile battery keep 
WiFi Scanner stay on for 12 hours. The result 
of collecting and analyzing data, it is possible 
to grasp data, such as spatial flow and 
distribution of information device users. In 
this survey, we placed WiFi Scanner as Figure 
2 in the bus. WiFi Scanner collected MAC 
Address were changed to point on the map. 
 
Fig. 2. WiFi Scanner, GPS and Mobile Battery 
C. Experiment 
WiFi scanner put on the board of a bus 
(Figure 3). A scanner device mounted on 
the shuttle bus from 09.50 - 17.50. The 
installation of the tool is not complicated, put 
in a place that does not interfere with bus 
drivers and bus passengers. The WiFi tool is 
installed on buses no.1 installed near the left 
window and no.2 placed above the driver. 
 
Fig. 3.  Installing WiFi Scanner on Bus No.1 And 
Bus No.2 
It can detect people who have those MAC 
address devices such as smartphones and 
tablets within 200-300 meters (accuracy) 
radius approximately (Figure 4). This scanner 
records unique identification code of detected 
mobile devices.  
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Fig. 4. WiFi Scanner Approximately Range 
III. Result : Structure and Mapping 
Data 
The result are GPS log and WiFi log as 
raw data. GPS log contain time, latitude and 
longitude data. WiFi log contains time and 
MAC ID (address). Structure data between 
WiFi and GPS is shown in Tabel 1. 







Latitude compass direction 
Longitude 










MAC or Media Access Control is the 
unique ID or address assigned to each network 
device to be used as an identification 
code. (Figure 6). There are seven steps 
processing to mapping the MAC address data; 
- The first step is combine raw data between 
WiFi log and GPS log to get WiFi data 
containing latitude and longitude. 
Keywords to combine data is “Time” 





Table 2.  WiFi and GPS Data Combine  
Time Mac Latitude Longitude 
9:50:02 695f5323e896ab94951101fc410dcc1f 3641.307 13817.68 
9:50:02 695f5323e896ab94951101fc410dcc1f 3641.307 13817.68 
9:50:02 695f5323e896ab94951101fc410dcc1f 3641.307 13817.68 
9:50:02 695f5323e896ab94951101fc410dcc1f 3641.307 13817.68 
9:50:02 af700e83c72c5453afc08284bbbae17f 3641.307 13817.68 
9:50:02 e65ba1616bbd6abd6db2e7cd06fecb53 3641.307 13817.68 
9:50:02 e65ba1616bbd6abd6db2e7cd06fecb53 3641.307 13817.68 
9:50:07 3170fce3fe51cc10aaa1e927c6340c0c 3641.307 13817.68 
∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ 
17:32:00 927c2d6fda58035a9ef66b847477eeb6 3641.935 13818.79 
 
- The second step is to eliminate error of 
data using loop and pivot data to make 
unique data at once to.  
- The third is to convert coordinate system 
from latitude and longitude to universe 
transverse Mercator (UTM) 
- The fourth is to import data to GIS. 
- The fifth is to show point data from csv. 
- The sixth is to make shapefile data from 
point. 
- The seventh is to make map of MAC 
address. 
All of processing using Anaconda 1.5 Jupiter 
Notebook 5.0, Python 2.7, Microsoft Excel 
2010 and QGIS software. Number of MAC 
Address collected from 09:00 to 18:00 are 
71630. It is illustrated along the bus route. The 
flowchart of processing data and mapping of 
MAC address are shown in  Figure 6. 
 
Fig. 5. Flowchart of Processing Mapping Data 
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Based on the results of the processing 
with the distribution of MAC address in the 
map. It shown MAC Address 
of WiFi and GPS data are regularly located 
around the road in Obuse Town. The MAC 
Address data is the same as the bus line where 
the WiFi tool is located. This data 
becomes preliminary data that can be 
analyzed further to determine bus passengers 
or non-passenger. The map shown in Figure 6. 
 
Fig. 6. Mapping of MAC Address 
IV. Conclusion and Future Work 
The results of this paper obtained with 
the use of WiFi scanner on data collecting are:  
- The MAC Address could be detected 
by location on map. 
- Distance range of WiFi scanner as far 
as 200-300 meters is ideal distance for 
retrieving MAC address data. 
- WiFi Scanner data retrieval is 
powerfull for long time data retrieval. 
For Future work this data can be 
distinguished as passenger data (travel data) 
and non-passenger (pedestrian, vehicle and 
building) data according to this raw data. 
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